Blue-Pointed Siamese C. C. – 02/08/14
Mrs Di Brown
Congratulations to Paula on a well run show, and my thanks for the invitation to
judge, I had some super cats and really enjoyed my day. I was delighted to have
Barbara Gould as my steward, she did an excellent job and I hope we can do it again
soon
BREED CLASSES
Oriental Tortoiseshell Adult
CC – Meekings’ RANTIPOLE LAVENDER (OLH k v) 18/10/13. A good sized
young girl of overall well balanced type. Medium length wedge, top line could do
with touch more width for perfection but ears are large and well set. Slight dip to
profile centre nose, chin okay and the bite is level. Basic eye shape and setting
correct though she can hold full at times, colour a paler yellowish green. Well defined
neck-line and a long firm toned body with excellent substance, long limbs, tail fairly
whippy but need an inch to balance. Dark, sludgy toned blue-based caramel tortie
colouring, some brownish overtones to back and tail, lots of mid and paler apricot
mingling throughout and sound to roots, excellent for length and closeness of texture.
Handled well and was excellently presented.
BOB – Viggers’ GD CH MICHANT FURREVER-LOVE (OSH j) F 17/05/12. A
lovely girl, balanced and stylish. Super head type with excellent top line, ears large
nicely flared and set to balance. Straight strong profile with firm chin and level bite.
Excellent expression to eyes of mid green. Elegant neckline and a long weighty but
slender body, long slender limbs, whippy tail need a touch more length to balance.
Mid lilac tortie colouring with some evidence of a pinkish tone and plentiful mid and
pale cream mingling throughout and sound to roots. I had a note added to my book
that she had been DNA tested and confirmed as lilac, and I was a little confused by
the necessity of this, as she is clearly not blue or chocolate and there is no test for
caramel anyway. Excellent coat texture, short and sleek. Super to handle, later my
choice for BIS, many congratulations.
A.C. Oriental Grand Premier Neuter Male.
IMP – Miller’s GD PR PASHTAN RIO GRANDE (OSH em) MN 05/08/12. An
elegant and stylish male neuter, now nicely mature with good size and substance.
Well balanced medium length wedge with excellent top line and large flared ears set
to follow. Snooty expression to eyes of a slightly muddy-toned green. Strong straight
profile, chin lines up and the bite, although missing a couple of incisors, is level.
Excellent substance to long elegant body with long quite strong limbs and well
tapered tail to just about balance. Rich warm apricot colouring to coat good for clarity
with minimal ghosting and virtually sound, there were one or two small slightly paler
patches on shoulders and sides and I wasn’t quite sure what they were, (old injuries
perhaps?) but as they were not white I chose to ignore them. Short close texture to
coat and gleaming with condition. Handled well and was excellently presented.

R – Meekings’ GD PR RANTIPOLE REMEMBRANCE (OSH b 03) MN
23/03/09. A lovely boy who ran my winner very close indeed. Very good head type,
balanced and even with excellent width to top and large wide based ears set to follow.
Excellent expression to eyes that have very good depth of blue given the proximity of
white on the mask. Almost straight profile, good chin and level bite. Long weighty
body and balancing tail. Has almost half white in all the required places, white outline
of a “v” on the mask which belies the theory that there must be a lot on the face to say
there is sufficient white overall, white completely down and across the tummy with
some on all four limbs and a little over shoulders and haunches. Darker but warm
toned chocolate points, particularly for a Bicolour, with light tonal shading to back,
coat length and texture very good. A handsome lad with an excellent temperament,
excellently presented.
Oriental Cinnamon Neuter Male
BOB – Jones’ GD PR VELVETENA ITSINHISKISS (OSH o) MN 25/11/11. A
large but elegant boy of very good type. Longer wedge with good top line and large
flared ears set perhaps just a touch high for true balance. Slight dip to profile and firm
chin, bite a tad untidy with several incisors missing but appeared to be level.
Expressive eyes of a rather muddy toned green. Long weighty yet elegant body,
fairly whippy tail to almost balance. Warm cinnamon coat that was virtually sound
but he still has many interspersed paler hairs throughout that spoil the clarity and
evenness of tone, but the length and closeness of texture is good albeit marginally
harsh down the spine. Perfect temperament and presentation.
Tabby Pointed Adult
CC & BOB – Miller’s MAFDET QUICKSILVER (SIA n 21) M 15/09/13. A
gorgeous young mail who is well developed for his age. Love his head type with its
broad top and huge beautifully flared ears set wide. Eyes perhaps a touch exaggerated
in shape and set but he has such an inscrutable expression and the depth of colour is
excellent, a deep and brilliant sapphire blue. Strong profile, deep chin and level bite.
Well defined neck-line and a long well muscled body, long elegant limbs, tapered tail
needs an inch to balance. Ticked-based tabby markings by the look of it, thus scarab
a tad indistinct with large thumb prints to ears and narrow multi bracelets to limbs,
tail adequately ringed. Short very close coat with lightly ticked shading overall.
Perfect to handle, a very relaxed boy. Excellently presented.
2nd – Viggers ROCHEROS ARAMIS OF SNOWSEAL (SIA a 21) M 30/09/13.
This male was unlucky today, he an attractive boy, also very young and still has a fair
amount maturing to do, but is stylish and well balanced overall. Medium length
wedge with good width to top line, ears large and very well set. Oriental eye shape
and set, pupils enlarged today so it was difficult to see the colour, although it did
appear to be fairly pale at the periphery. Profile almost straight with good depth to
chin that has a dear little beard, bite level. Long body with good weight for size,
tapered tail to balance. Good mid blue tabby markings, well defined scarab and cheek
tracings, multi bracelets and well ringed tail. Short close coat with light tonal shading.
A little shy but handled well and was excellently presented.
Also considered for BOB – Meekings’ CH RANTIPOLE ENIGMA (SIA j 2) F
06/03/08. This lady has such rare and lovely colouring, so pale and pinky toned that it
is difficult to see the pale cream tortie mingling on her tabby points, but its there if

you look hard enough. In excellent condition for an older girl with very good type and
style. Shorter but quite a strong wedge with very good top of head and large open
based ears set to balance. Sweet expression to eyes of correct shape and set with good
depth of colour. Body somewhat over comfortable, but good for length, tail needs an
inch to balance but is well ringed. Coat almost un-shaded, okay for length but rather
soft and fine in texture. Super to handle and excellently presented.
Caramel Point Siamese Neuter
BOB - Jackson’s CH & PR ADZWOAM KINKY BOOTS (SIA m) FN 14/09/11.
( See Midshires report)

END OF REPORT

Midshires Siamese C. A. – 02/08/14
Mrs Di Brown
My thanks to Joan and the committee for the judging invitation. The entry was not
huge but the quality of the exhibits was excellent and a pleasure to judge. I was
delighted to have Barbara Gould as my steward, she did an excellent job and I hope
we can do it again soon
BREED CLASSES
A.V. Imperial Grand Champion Female
O – Miller’s IMP GD CH BARBECCO MIRANDA (OSH o) F 16/06/11. A
beautifully balanced lady overall with excellent type and size. Medium length wedge
with lovely top of head and large well flared ears set wide. Oriental eye shape and set
with mid green colour. Straight strong profile with deep chin and level bite, marginal
pinch to muzzle today. I note she is beginning to lose the pigment from her nose
leather and I hope this does not get any worse. Excellent length and substance to
body, tends to hunch her neck, tail needs an inch to balance. Almost perfect coat, rich
warm cinnamon colour, sound to roots, even in tone and excellent for clarity, being
completely clear of ghosting, very short and excellent for closeness of texture. Such a
pity she is so shy, she really does not show herself at all and I think she would much
prefer to be at home. Excellently presented.
2nd R w/h – Morgan’s IMP GD CH ASTRALBLAESE ANDROMEDA (SIA m)
F 21/11/04. Such a dear lady and I always feel slightly mean withholding on her
because she does still have some very good qualities, and it is unusual to see a
Siamese 9 years of age on the show bench. However, her age is very definitely
catching up with her now as she lacks muscle –tone over the spine, her eye colour is
fading out and her profile is no longer anywhere near straight. Having said that her
overall type is good and she still has some style, she also has wonderful contrast
between coat and points for a 9 year old, although the coat is rather long and soft in
texture today. Lovely temperament, it is always a pleasure to handle her.
Oriental Cinnamon Adult Female
BOB - Miller’s IMP GD CH BARBECCO MIRANDA (OSH o) F 16/06/11
Oriental Spotted Tabby Kitten
1st & BOB – Elliot’s SERAPIS ALLTHATIAM (OSH a 24) F 25/03/14. A well
grown baby of overall good type. Medium length wedge with good top of head, ears
large and set well. Fairly good expression she does tend to widen her eyes, colour a
little muddy still but some green showing through. Almost straight profile, firm chin
and level bite. Long solid little body, tail needs an inch and could be whippier.
Pattern very promising, dark blue rounded spots and a well broken spine line, which
were sound to roots, with almost no linkage, and minimal for agouti invasion,
hopefully it will stay like this. Excellent short close coat. Rather noisy but handled
okay. Excellently presented.

Oriental Apricot Neuter
BOB - Miller’s GD PR PASHTAN RIO GRANDE (OSH em) MN 05/08/12 (See
Blue-Pointed report)
Oriental Bicolour Neuter
BOB - Meekings’ GD PR RANTIPOLE REMEMBRANCE (OSH b 03) MN
23/03/09 ( See Blue-Pointed report)
Tortie Point Siamese Adult
CC & BOB – Bennett & Ward’s LAZIZI EVITA (SIA f) F 03/10/13. A stylish
little queen , very dainty as yet but surprisingly weighty and substantial for her size.
Typy head with very good top line and large wide based ears very well set. Bit of a
dip to profile centre nose, chin firm and bite level. Basic shape to eyes correct, she
does tend to hold them wide but the colour is excellent for depth of blue and
brilliance of tone. Long weighty body, tail needs an inch and has a slight
“something” at the tip. Dark seal tortie points, very well mingled in paler and mid
red, coat quite heavily shaded for a youngster but there is still contrast, length and
texture very good. Excellent temperament and presentation.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Premier Neuter
GD PC - Jackson’s CH & PR ADZWOAM KINKY BOOTS (SIA m) FN
14/09/11. A blue-based caramel lady neuter of very good type and style. Excellent
balance to head, an even medium length inverted triangle with very good top and
large very well set ears. Naughty expression to eyes of excellent deep blue. Profile
rather uneven with quite a dip to nose, chin lines up but could be deeper, bite level.
Long weighty and well toned body, long elegant limbs, tapered tail needs an inch to
balance. Points are dark and show very good brownish overtones, to ears and tail in
particular, coat of excellent length and texture rather heavily shaded but some contrast
still seen. Quite cross but handled okay. Excellently presented.
END OF REPORT

